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Abstract
Down syndrome (DS), resulting from trisomy of chromosome 21, is the most common live-born
human aneuploidy. The phenotypic expression of trisomy 21 produces variable, though
characteristic, facial morphology. Although certain facial features have been documented
quantitatively and qualitatively as characteristic of DS (e.g., epicanthic folds, macroglossia, and
hypertelorism), all of these traits occur in other craniofacial conditions with an underlying genetic
cause. We hypothesize that the typical DS face is integrated differently than the face of non-DS
siblings, and that the pattern of morphological integration unique to individuals with DS will yield
information about underlying developmental associations between facial regions. We statistically
compared morphological integration patterns of immature DS faces (N = 53) with those of non-DS
siblings (N = 54), aged 6–12 years using 31 distances estimated from 3D coordinate data
representing 17 anthropometric landmarks recorded on 3D digital photographic images. Facial
features are affected differentially in DS, as evidenced by statistically significant differences in
integration both within and between facial regions. Our results suggest a differential affect of
trisomy on facial prominences during craniofacial development.
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Down syndrome (DS), first described in the medical literature more than 100 years ago
(Down, 1866), is caused by an extra copy of chromosome 21 (LeJeune et al., 1959).
Trisomy 21 causes gene-dosage imbalance for genes located on chromosome 21 (Reeves et
al., 2001) and represents an extreme form of copy number variation (Makino and
McLysaght, 2010). Chromosome 21 contains about 1.5% of the human genome, spans 47
million nucleotides, and includes between 300–400 protein coding genes depending on the
method of estimation used (Hattori et al., 2000; Gardiner et al., 2003; Megarbane et al.,
2009). DS occurs in all ethnic backgrounds and socioeconomic classes at a frequency of
about 1:700 live births, and a marked maternal age effect has been noted (CDCP, 2006;
Kuppermann et al., 2006). Despite being the most common live-born human chromosomal
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anomaly, the scientific understanding of how developmental processes are altered to
produce DS phenotypes is limited (Sommer and Henrique-Silva, 2008; Wiseman et al.,
2009).
The DS face always exhibits some degree of dysmorphology (Farkas et al., 1985, 2002;
Farkas, 2001a, b) representing a composite of changes in qualitative and quantitative
phenotypic characteristics (Table 1). These attributes involve every craniofacial sensory
organ and most tissue classes (e.g., skin, muscle, skeletal, and neural); yet the effects are not
uniform within a single DS individual, nor are they consistent across DS individuals. Early
pioneering analyses of DS craniofacial morphology frequently focused on characterizing
how and why DS faces differ from typically developing faces. However, these studies often
produced conflicting conclusions, because the technologies available for answering
developmental questions were restricted at that time, and studies were limited by the
unsuitability of control groups, small sample sizes, and inconsistent methods of analysis.
The purpose of this study is to determine the effects of trisomy 21 upon covariance patterns
of facial measures to increase our understanding of how this chromosomal change alters
developmental mechanisms underlying the emergence of DS facial phenotypes. We
hypothesize that beyond the local anatomical changes produced by trisomy 21, covariance
patterns of the typical DS face are different than faces of non-DS siblings, and that analysis
of these patterns will yield information about how trisomy 21 affects the underlying
developmental associations between facial regions. We address this hypothesis by
comparing patterns of morphological integration for measurements of facial features in
individuals with DS and unaffected siblings of individuals with DS using three-dimensional
(3D) photogrammatic data, morphometric methods of analysis, and known biological
relationships.
The question of how and why DS faces develop differently is addressed using
morphological integration, a method of analysis that has not previously been used to
investigate developmental aspects of the DS facial phenotype. Morphological integration,
evaluated by statistical correlation or covariation among phenotypic traits, refers to the
relationships among morphological elements (Olson and Miller, 1958; Cheverud, 1996).
Analyses of morphological integration are useful for demarcating subsets of phenotypic
traits that strongly covary, which can occur due to shared function and/or developmental
origin (Olson and Miller, 1958). During facial embryogenesis several facial prominences
must become established and fuse in a coordinated fashion to produce the bone, skin,
musculature, and craniofacial organs required for a functioning craniofacial complex
(Larson, 1997; Helms and Schneider, 2003; Chai and Maxson, 2006). Under the model of
morphological integration, the strength of covariation among measures within each region of
the face is expected to be stronger than the covariation among measures from different
regions of the face. Because trisomy 21 alters craniofacial development in unrelated
individuals to produce an immediately recognizable and characteristic facial morphology,
patterns of integration can be compared between samples to better define how trisomy 21
alters the covariation structure of the developing face. Since the most profound difference
between individuals with DS and their non-DS siblings is the presence or absence of an
extra copy of chromosome 21, differences in facial integration between these samples
provides clues to the alterations in craniofacial morphogenesis caused by trisomy 21.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cross-sectional sample of 3D facial images (N = 107) was acquired for analysis. All
images used in this study were collected with protocols approved by the Pennsylvania State
University Institutional Review Board (IRB #23283). The study sample consists of
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individuals with DS (N = 53) and individuals who are siblings of an individual with DS, but
who do not have DS themselves (hereafter referred to as non-DS siblings; N = 54). This
sample was acquired from 2006 to 2010 at several venues: annual National Down Syndrome
Congresses (Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA, Sacramento, CA, and Lake Buena Vista, FL,
respectively) and the 2008 Pennsylvania Summer Special Olympics (University Park, PA).
The age range of participants in this sample is 6–12 years (Table 2). Ages were calculated
from birthdates provided by parents at the time of image acquisition. No attempt was made
to control for ethnic/ancestral background; however, the great majority of the sample is
Caucasian.
Data were collected using the 3dMDface photogrammatic system (http://3dmd.com/). This
portable camera system incorporates images acquired simultaneously by six cameras, each
at a different viewpoint, and merges images into a single 3D facial image. This is
accomplished automatically using random scatterpoint clouds, superimposition of the
various images using a registration system, and 3D visualization software developed by
3dMD engineers (3dMDpatient version 4.0). During photo capture, volunteers were asked to
adopt a neutral facial expression. A single anterior image was taken, and two lateral images
were taken from the right and left side at ~30° deviation from the frontal position.
Additional pictures were taken when neutral facial expressions were not maintained
throughout the photographic process. 3D images were immediately batch processed for each
of these views and checked to make sure that surfaces of interest were visible in the acquired
images.
3dMDpatient was used to record the 3D coordinates of 17 standard landmarks from each
image twice (Fig. 1A). Several studies have determined that 3dMD facial images are an
accurate 3D representation of the face, and that the 3D locations of anatomical landmarks
located on these images are precise, reliable, and unbiased representations of facial
topography (Aldridge et al., 2005; Weinberg et al., 2006; Wong et al., 2008). Measurement
error was estimated by calculating the standard deviation of the x, y, and z coordinates of
landmarks that had been collected five times from a single image. This was done for the
images of five separate individuals drawn at random from the overall sample with at least 24
h between landmarking sessions to avoid memory bias in landmark placement. Standard
deviations of landmark coordinates along the x, y, and z axes were averaged to calculate
mean measurement error. Mean measurement error was estimated to be 0.29 mm (0.26 mm
along the x-dimension, 0.30 mm along the y-dimension, and 0.31 mm along the z-
dimension) and is considered very low. For each individual, we checked for gross landmark
coordinate errors (e.g., mislabeling right and left side landmarks) and then averaged
landmark coordinates from two separate digitizing episodes to minimize any potential
effects of measurement error for each individual. Average coordinate locations of landmarks
were used for analyses.
In this study, we are not testing a specific hypothesis of integration or facial modularity.
Rather, we are exploring patterns of covariation in facial metrics to determine if differences
in integration occur in the DS face relative to the typically developing non-DS sibling face.
Consequently, we divided the face into traditional, developmentally based anatomical
regions of upper, middle, and lower face (Fig. 1A). Any differences revealed in analysis will
provide information about how typical patterns of integration are altered to produce the
characteristic DS face and will yield information about underlying developmental
associations between facial regions.
We compare patterns of integration in the DS and non-DS sibling samples using a bootstrap-
based method (Cole and Lele, 2002; Richtsmeier et al., 2006; Richtsmeier and DeLeon,
2009). Using 3D coordinates of 17 landmark locations recorded from 3dMD photos, 31
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linear distances were estimated for analysis (Fig. 1B). These linear distances were chosen to
cover the facial regions of interest adequately without redundancy. Because there is size
variation within the two samples, linear distances were natural log transformed prior to
computing correlation matrices (Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001). Using these scaled distances a
correlation matrix was calculated for the DS sample and for the non-DS sibling sample.
Further calculations were carried out using MIBoot, a Windows-based software package
(Cole, 2002) that statistically evaluates differences in the elements of two correlation or
covariance matrices using a nonparametric bootstrap approach. Using the correlation
matrices estimated for each sample, a correlation-difference matrix was estimated by
subtracting the elements of the DS correlation matrix from the corresponding elements of
the correlation matrix calculated for the non-DS siblings. If the correlations between
anatomical structures are the same for the two samples, then the correlation difference
matrix consists of zeros. If they are not similar, the bootstrap is used to calculate confidence
intervals for each correlation difference (α ≤ 0.10) (Richtsmeier et al., 2006). If a confidence
interval does not include zero (the expected value under the null hypothesis of similarity),
then we reject the null hypothesis of equal associations for that particular linear distance pair
(Richtsmeier et al., 2006). Using this method, we tested whether or not patterns of facial
integration are similar between DS individuals and non-DS siblings.
Potential confounding factors
A few confounding factors could affect our results and how these results relate to previous
investigations of DS craniofacial morphology. First, individuals with DS sometimes have an
open-mouth posture when their faces are relaxed due to lax musculature, and reduced
mandibular and maxillary size. Although we have made efforts to collect multiple images
from each individual and to use the best image for analysis, it may be the case that subtle
differences in mouth or jaw posture will affect our results. Second, we measured soft-tissue
in 3D, whereas many previous studies focused on osseous characters using 2D lateral
cephalograms. While 2D measurements are useful for relatively flat geometric forms, these
same measurements can be deficient surrogates for 3D metrics in studies of craniofacial
form (Adams et al., 2004). Moreover, bone acts as an anchor for soft-tissue that can be
variable in shape and size especially in children with DS. Consequently, it is unlikely that
our 3D results from soft-tissue will precisely track findings from prior investigations of
osseous craniofacial morphology in DS. Third, many previous studies used analyses that
assume normal distributions for metric characters, which could be a poor assumption given
that these measurements are from an aneuploid population. The bootstrap analysis used here
does not require an assumption of normality in the distribution of data or adjustments for
multiple testing (Richtsmeier et al., 2005). Fourth, rather than picking typical individuals
from the population, we attempted to match individuals with DS to their own siblings or to
individuals who have a sibling with DS to control for variation that occurs due to shared
genetic background.
RESULTS
Magnitudes of correlation
Summary statistics for correlation values for both samples are provided in Table 3. Both the
mean  and the mean of the absolute value of correlations  were calculated.
While the DS sample exhibits a smaller overall mean correlation value than the non-DS
sibling sample, this trend is reversed for the mean of the absolute value of correlations
calculation. This is primarily a function of the larger number of negative correlation values
found in the DS sample compared with the non-DS sibling sample. For both the mean and
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the mean of the absolute value correlation summaries, the standard deviation of correlation
values is higher in the DS sample.
Using the three facial regions (upper, middle, and lower), we statistically compared patterns
of integration between DS and non-DS siblings. For both samples, the mean correlation
values and the mean of the absolute value of correlation values are organized by facial
region and provided in Table 4. Comparisons between the samples show that mean
correlation values are always relatively higher for the non-DS sibling sample, when
comparing homologous mean values for within or between facial regions. When the absolute
values of the correlations are used, the results are more variable due to the high number of
negative correlations for DS faces. These observations indicate that the faces of DS
individuals are integrated differently than that of non-DS siblings.
Furthermore, based upon our model of morphological integration, we expected to find that
within region comparisons covary more strongly than between region comparisons within
each sample, and this is precisely what we see for both samples in Table 4. Thus, for each
between region comparison within each sample, the value is lower than the values for within
region comparisons of the regions making up the between region comparison. For example,
the mean DS correlation value for between region integration of the upper face and midface
(i.e., 0.411) is less than the correlation value for within region integration of the upper face
or the midface (i.e., 0.571 and 0.598, respectively). This trend is consistent for all facial
regions (see Table 4). This lends support to the premise of the morphological integration
model that developmental relationships have been altered by gene-dosage imbalance caused
by trisomy 21, which manifests as changes in morphological integration in DS.
Pattern of correlation differences
Statistical comparison of the correlation matrices for DS and non-DS siblings revealed that
47 out of 422 linear distance pairs (11.14%) are significantly different by confidence
interval testing (α ≤ 0.10). Statistically significant differences are found for linear distances
within the lower face region and for comparisons between the lower, middle, and upper face
regions; however, no significant differences between samples were found for correlations of
linear distances within the upper face and midface. Significant correlation differences are
summarized by the direction of correlation values in each sample as follows: positive
correlation associations in both samples (+/+; N = 23), negative associations in both samples
(−/−; N = 2), negative association in the DS sample and a positive association in the non-DS
sibling sample (−/+; N = 22), and positive association in the DS sample and a negative
association in the non-DS sibling sample (+/−; N = 0). Many of the significant differences
are found around the lower and midfacial region of the face.
Regional comparisons of correlation patterns
Lower face—Of the 136 unique linear distance pairs from the lower face, 18 (13.24%) are
significantly different in the DS and non-DS sibling sample (see Fig. 2). Two correlations
are negative in both samples (−/−) and involve correlations between height measures of the
upper lip, mouth, and lower chin, and width measures of the upper lip. Five correlations are
positive in both samples (+/+) and involve associations between height measures of the
upper lip and chin, and width measures of the lower lip. Eleven correlation differences are
negative in the DS sample and positive in the non-DS sibling sample (−/+) and involve
correlations between height measures of the upper lip and chin, and width measures of the
mouth and lower lip. Comparisons within the lower face region between samples are the
most variable in terms of the direction of correlation as evidence by the five +/+, eleven −/+,
and two −/− significantly different correlation comparisons. Almost all significantly
different correlation values are lower in the DS sample and follow a similar pattern when
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graphed as corresponding values in the non-DS sibling sample (see Fig. 2B), suggestion a
proportional difference in integration for the lower face region of individuals with DS.
Middle and upper face—Of the 48 unique linear distance pairs from the midface and
upper face, 6 (12.5%) are significantly different between the samples (see Fig. 3). The
correlations for all six linear distance pairs are positive in both samples (+/+). Significant
differences involve correlations between measures of nose height and width with
measurements of eye width and upper facial width. Correlation values are higher in the DS
sample for half of the significant correlation differences and lower for the other half (see
Fig. 3B).
Lower and upper face—Of the 102 unique linear distance pairs from the lower face and
upper face, 15 (14.71%) are significantly different in the DS and non-DS sibling sample (see
Fig. 4). Eleven correlation differences are positive in both samples (+/+) and involve
correlations between height and width measures of the upper lip, and eye width and upper
facial width. Four correlation differences are negative in the DS sample and positive in the
non-DS sibling sample (−/+) and involve correlations between measures of mouth height
with eye width and upper facial width. Almost all significantly different correlation values
are lower in the DS sample and do not follow a similar pattern when graphed as
corresponding values in the non-DS sibling sample (see graph in Fig. 4B).
Lower and middle face—Of the 136 unique linear distance pairs from the lower face and
midface, 8 (5.88%) are significantly different in the DS and non-DS sibling sample (see Fig.
5). One correlation difference is positive in both samples (+/+) and involves an association
of height of the upper lip and nose, which is stronger in the DS sample. Seven correlations
are negative in the DS sample and positive in the non-DS sibling sample (−/+) and involve
correlations between various measures of lip height and width with measures of midfacial
height and nasal ala length. Although a single significantly different correlation value is
higher in the DS sample, the other seven significantly different values are consistently lower
in the DS sample and follow a similar pattern when graphed as corresponding values in the
non-DS sibling sample (see Fig. 5B), suggestion a proportional difference in integration for
the lower face and upper face regions of individuals with DS.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we compared patterns of morphological integration of facial dimensions in
individuals with DS and siblings of individuals with DS to reveal patterns underlying
developmental associations among different parts of the face. Patterns of association of
linear distances within the upper face region and within the middle face region do not appear
to be affected by trisomy 21 as the overall pattern and magnitude of associations of linear
distances within these regions is not significantly different between the DS and non-DS
sibling samples. However, patterns of association of linear distances within the lower face
and between facial regions are significantly different between the two samples. Localized
differences in integration of facial features between DS and non-DS siblings are depicted in
Figures 3–6, and the overall trend that we see is one of similar patterns of correlation (see
graphs from Figs. 3–6) in both samples for about half of the correlation comparisons within
the lower face and between the lower, middle, and upper face. In most instances
significantly different correlation values between the two samples involve correlation values
that have smaller magnitudes in the DS sample compared with the non-DS sibling sample.
When a significant difference involves a negative correlation, that value is associated with
the DS sample 92% of the time.
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Although several craniofacial investigations of DS craniofacial morphology have been
carried out (Shapiro et al., 1967; Shapiro, 1969, 1970, 1975, 1983, 1992, 2001; Frostad et
al., 1971; Fink et al., 1975; O’Riordan and Walker, 1979; Farkas et al., 1985, 2002; Fischer-
Brandies et al., 1986; Allanson et al., 1993; Farkas, 2001a,b; Ferrario et al., 2004a,b), this is
the first to investigate morphological integration of soft-tissues of the DS face. Previous
studies have found midfacial hypoplasia and reductions in mandibular size in DS
individuals. The few analyses of soft-tissue morphology indicate that DS faces are smaller
overall (Ferrario et al., 2005), while exhibiting a reduced nasal and lower lip surface area,
and an increased upper lip area (Ferrario et al., 2004b). Our study used a fundamentally
different approach to the analysis of facial morphology, localizing significant differences in
facial integration between DS and non-DS faces. The most striking differences are found
around the oronasal region, as evidenced by mean correlation value differences, significantly
different correlation values within and between regions of the face, and differences in the
direction of correlation values (+ or −) in each sample.
One interpretation of the differences in correlations that we have found is that gene-dosage
imbalance, caused by trisomy 21, alters the way in which facial prominences are integrated
during embryonic craniofacial development, potentially by altering aspects of prominence
formation, growth, movement, or fusion during craniofacial development. The linear
distances associated with the oronasal region of the face that we measured are derived from
several paired facial prominences (see Fig. 6). Many signaling pathways have been shown
experimentally to play important roles during craniofacial morphogenesis by contributing to
global and local temporally specific patterning of the face during development (Hu et al.,
2003; Marcucio et al., 2005; Brugmann et al., 2006, 2007; Donner and Williams, 2006; Levi
et al., 2006; Foppiano et al., 2007; Szabo-Rogers et al., 2008; Feng et al., 2009; Hu and
Marcucio, 2009; Nakatomi et al., 2010; Roybal et al., 2010). Disruptions or changes in
signaling can change relationships between parts of the face during morphogenesis by
altering the size, shape, or relative location of facial prominences, or the timing of their
appearance, thereby producing a variety of craniofacial dysmorphologies.
Our findings suggest that gene dosage imbalance may alter the timing, sequence, or
boundaries of specific morphogenetic events taking place during craniofacial
morphogenesis. This view is supported by recent research using Ts65Dn mouse models for
DS (Roper et al., 2009) that show reduced mitosis, proliferation, delamination, and
migration of cranial neural crest cells into the head and face, which eventually give rise to
the facial prominences, thereby establishing trisomy 21 as a neurocristopathy. Our results
provide evidence that gene dosage imbalance does not affect the facial prominences equally,
supporting the idea that trisomy 21 genes differentially affect developing facial structures
rather than causing a generalized disruption to development as previously suggested
(Shapiro, 1983). Currently, it is not known if age-specific dosage effects alter the phenotype
at specific points in development. Longitudinal investigations of DS facial development may
help to elucidate how dosage effects alter developmental trajectories. Future investigations
using DS mouse models should seek to elucidate how gene-dosage imbalance affects
specific facial prominences and how facial prominences interact during development to
produce the characteristic facial morphology associated with DS.
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Fig. 1.
A) The image depicts 17 anatomical landmarks that were used in this analysis to represent
the three facial regions: circles (upper face), triangles (midface), and stars (lower face)
shown on a 3dMD image. 3D coordinates of landmark locations were determined using
3dMDpatient (v4.0). Several medial and bilateral landmarks were used in this study: nasion,
pronasale, subnasale, labiale superius, labiale inferius, sublabiale, pogonion, endocanthion,
exocanthion, alar curvature, crista philtra landmark, and chelion. Anatomical definitions of
landmarks can be found on our laboratory website (http://getahead.psu.edu/.) B) The 31
linear distances used in this study shown on a 3dMD image. The midline represents six
nonoverlapping linear distances.
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Fig. 2.
Lower face region. A) Eighteen linear distance pairs that show significantly different
associations in the two samples are shown grouped by the direction of correlation that each
sample exhibits (negative in both samples −/−, positive in both samples +/+, negative in the
DS sample and positive in the non-DS sibling sample −/+). The paired linear distances
shown involve measurements of chin height, lip width and height, and cutaneous upper lip
height. B) Significantly different correlation values are graphed in the same order as
distances shown in the picture matrix starting with the upper left corner reading from left to
right across each row. Circles and solid lines represent the DS sample. Diamonds and
dashed lines represent the non-DS sibling sample. Homologous linear distance pairs
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between samples are located directly above or below each other in this figure and in the
following figures. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Fig. 3.
Midface and upper face. A) Six linear distance pairs that show significantly different
associations in the two samples are grouped by direction of correlation. The paired linear
distances shown involve measures of nose height and width with measurements of eye width
and upper facial width. B) Significantly different correlation values are graphed in the same
order as distances shown in the picture matrix. Circles and solid lines represent the DS
sample. Diamonds and dashed lined represent the non-DS sibling sample. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Fig. 4.
Lower face and upper face. A) Fifteen linear distance pairs that show significantly different
associations in the two samples are grouped by the direction of correlation that each sample
exhibits (positive +/+, negative in the DS sample and positive in the non-DS sibling sample
−/+). The paired linear distances shown involve measures lips and cutaneous upper lip width
and height, and eye measures of width and upper facial width. B) Significantly different
correlation values are graphed in the same order as distances shown in the picture matrix.
Circles and solid lines represent the DS sample. Diamonds and dashed lined represent the
non-DS sibling sample. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Fig. 5.
Lower face and midface region. A) Eight linear distance pairs that show significantly
different associations in the two samples are grouped by the direction of correlation that
each sample exhibits (positive +/+, negative in the DS sample, and positive in the non-DS
sibling sample −/+). The paired linear distances shown involve measures of lip height and
width, and measures of nose height, nasal ala width, and midfacial height. B) Significantly
different correlation values are graphed in the same order as distances shown in the picture
matrix. Circles and solid lines represent the DS sample. Diamonds and dashed lined
represent the non-DS sibling sample. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Fig. 6.
Derivatives of the facial prominences that form during craniofacial development. The 31
linear distances used in analysis are shown on a face divided into regions based upon their
association with the facial prominences of the embryo.
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TABLE 1
Qualitative and quantitative craniofacial characteristics associated with trisomy 21 (Shapiro et al.,
1967; Shapiro, 1969, 1970, 1975, 1983, 1992, 2001; Frostad et al., 1971; Fink et al., 1975; O’Riordan and
Walker, 1979; Fischer-Brandies et al., 1986; Allanson et al., 1993; Ferrario et al., 2004a, b)
Almond-shaped eyes Smaller head circumference
Epicanthic folds Brachycephaly (short, broad head)
Smaller orbital height Insufficient or absent sinus development
Smaller interorbital distances Smaller and flatter cranial base
Reduced orbital width Increased variance in facial linear distances
Midfacial hypoplasia Tooth eruption pattern differences and dysmorphology
Missing or small nasal bones Increased variance in palate dimensions
Mandibular prognathism Ear dysmorphology
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TABLE 2
Age distribution of the DS individuals (n = 53) and non-DS siblings (n = 54) used in this study. Mean and
standard deviation for each sample are provided. This sample includes 19 DS sibling pairs (one DS individual
and one non-DS sibling), three DS sibling trios (one DS individual and two non-DS siblings), four non-DS
sibling pairs (each has a sibling with DS that is not in this study), 31 isolated DS individuals (no siblings in
this study), and 21 isolated non-DS siblings (no sibling in this study, but has a sibling with DS). Within this
sample, there is one known individual with mosaic DS, two pairs of dizygotic twins (one twin pair consists of
two non-DS siblings and the other consists of one DS individual and one non-DS sibling), and one set of
fraternal triplets (one DS individual and two non-DS siblings)
Age DS Non-DS Siblings
6 years   6   6
7 years 10   5
8 years   6 12
9 years 12 10
10 years   6 10
11 years   7   4
12 years   6   7
Mean   7.57   7.71
St. Dev.   2.44   2.98
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